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About Christopher & Christine 
Dr. Christopher Perrin is the co-founder of Classical Academic Press 

and a long time supporter of homeschooling. He's an author, 

consultant and speaker who is deeply committed to the renewal of 

the liberal arts tradition and to the idea of Schole, or learning from 

rest. Dad of three grown children, Dr. Perrin has wisdom to share 

about living out the pursuit of truth, beauty and goodness in the 

context of family life. 

Key Ideas 
● Dr. Perrin starts off by talking about the discipline of prayer as both a corporate practice and a 

personal discipline. By praying together as a family and in our churches we are teaching them the 
importance of worship in community. But we must also teach our children how to have a personal 
discipline of prayer.  

● Dr. Perrin discusses the best ways to teach and model practice of prayer. He suggests  for 
beginners, creating a routine or Rule of prayer that includes prayer at the beginning of the day, 
end of the day and at meal times. 

● He also shares tips for modeling a prayer life when we are just learning it ourselves and provides 
tips for praying the Scriptures. 

● Dr. Christopher Perrin and his wife, Dr. Christine Perrin close the discussion with some 
recommendations of prayer resources for mom and family. 
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Quotables 
“I think it can be very helpful to create some practices or routines of prayer that are simple and 

achievable.” 

Dr. Perrin  
“I think looking for those ways of ordering our time and our space and our environment, so that it 
disposes us to pray and to contemplate for a period of time, even if it's a short period of time.” 

Dr. Perrin  
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Time Stamps 
3:25 meet Dr. Perrin 
3:45 prayer as both a personal discipline and a corporate practice 
8:00 benefits of praying in community for children 
11:10 the value of formal written prayers  
17:40  teaching the practice of prayer to our children 
25:40 overcoming obstacles in prayer 
28:30 for the mom who thinks she can’t teach her children to pray because she’s still learning 
36:25 what our children will teach us in prayer 
45:40 teaching our children to take ownership by leading 
52:55 things that have had the greatest impact on prayer in the family 
1:05 resources for communal prayer from Christine Perrin 
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